Light speed vpn app

Skip to content We can all agree that faster download speeds are preferable and would assume that a VPN might slow things down a bit, but what if the opposite happens and your VPN actually increases the speed? With that in mind, today’s SuperUser Q&A post has the answer to a curious reader’s question. Today’s Question & Answer session
comes to us courtesy of SuperUser—a subdivision of Stack Exchange, a community-driven grouping of Q&A web sites. Photo courtesy of Lawrence Wang (Flickr). The Question SuperUser reader RazeLegendz wants to know how a VPN can improve his download speed: I was recently downloading something at 300 Kb/s, then I decided to turn my VPN
on and the download speed suddenly jumped to 1.3 Mb/s. Why is this? Is it because the VPN server reduces the number of “hops” between the server and me? How can a VPN improve someone’s download speed? The Answer SuperUser contributor davidgo has the answer for us: There are a few possibilities. Unfortunately, the number of “hops” is
irrelevant. The first is compression. If the data you were downloading is uncompressed and your VPN offers compression, then this could explain it. However, most files transferred are likely to be compressed, so this is not as likely as it would seem at first. The second and third options are related and have to do with your ISP’s connectivity and
restrictions. Your VPN has found a faster path to the destination data, which could be because: The ISP has multiple connections and the direct connection to the data is constrained. The VPN goes across a different connection, which in turn has better connectivity to the source of the data you are pulling, thus you are routing round the congestion.
The ISP is shaping certain kinds of traffic, possibly by type or destination or both. It could even be by content/payload, but that is less likely. By using a VPN, your traffic is being given priority or not being capped, so you are getting better speed. There are some other possibilities, but these are again less likely. It could be that the VPN is using UDP
while your download would typically use TCP, and different optimisations (MTU, for example) are allowing better use of your connection. Again, this is possible, but unlikely, mainly because you would expect either a much smaller or much greater difference in speed. Have something to add to the explanation? Sound off in the comments. Want to read
more answers from other tech-savvy Stack Exchange users? Check out the full discussion thread here. How-To Geek is where you turn when you want experts to explain technology. Since we launched in 2006, our articles have been read more than 1 billion times. Want to know more? Using a VPN is a great way to unlock websites and maintain your
online privacy, but even the very best services are likely to reduce your internet speeds.Some level of performance hit is to be expected. A VPN is routing your traffic through an extra server, maybe half way around the world, and encrypting and decrypting it along the way. That's almost certainly going to slow you down.Individual services might have
additional problems of their own. If you sign up for a cheap VPN with a huge number of users, overloaded servers and no spare bandwidth, speeds are going to suffer.You don't simply have to live with this state of affairs, though, and there are ways to boost the initial performance levels you see with a VPN. And to that end, we've put together eight
ideas to help you get the maximum possible speed from your VPN connection.(Image credit: Avast)1. Choose another serverConnecting to your nearest server usually offers the best performance, but there are exceptions. If your server is in a popular location, it could be overloaded by traffic from other users, and choosing something further away
might get you better speeds.VPN apps often claim they handle this for you and automatically choose the best location, but this doesn't always work. We've seen apps make spectacularly bad decisions in the past, such as deciding the fastest server for our UK location was in India.The best approach is to try servers in your current location and the
surrounding area (nearby cities or even other countries, if that works for you.)We've seen occasional benefits to this. Cities in the Netherlands or France typically show higher latency than our closest UK locations, yet download speeds can be almost identical, and occasionally faster. Even Swedish servers are good alternatives to the UK with some
providers.There are no fixed rules and your experience may be different, but try a few nearby servers anyway. You might be surprised at the results.2. Refresh your systemIf speeds are notably worse than they should be with several servers, the problem could be closer to home.Check your network traffic. Do you have any other apps using your
internet connection, or are other devices connected to your router? Close down or pause whatever you can. The more bandwidth they're hogging, the less is left for you.Browse your installed apps. If you spot something you're not using, get rid of it - the simpler and cleaner your device, the better it'll run.Give your system a thorough refresh and reset,
too. Close down your router and devices (that's a full shutdown where you close all open applications, not just turn the device off). Restart your router and wait for 60 seconds, then restart your devices. This may free up some RAM and restore a few system resources, perhaps improving your speeds.(Image credit: IPVanish)3. Switch protocolVPN apps
and servers communicate using a VPN protocol which defines how the devices connect, and the level and type of encryption used.Many apps default to an Automatic protocol mode, which means they will try to intelligently choose the best protocol for you. If your speeds are poor, then first make sure your protocol is set to Automatic (if you've that
option), and try again.Don't trust Automatic mode entirely, though; apps won't always make the right decisions. It's also worth trying a few protocols manually.If your provider has a custom protocol of its own, choose that first. For instance, Lightway normally gives the best results for ExpressVPN; NordVPN's top performer is NordLynx, and Hotspot
Shield has Catapult Hydra.WireGuard is your next best option, a great performer which outperforms just about everything else.After that, try OpenVPN, IKEv2 and L2TP, in that order. PPTP is your simplest choice, but it's also extremely insecure, with a host of security issues leaving it vulnerable to hackers. It might speed up streaming, but don't use
it if you've the tiniest interest in security or privacy.(Image credit: ProtonVPN)4. Tweak protocol settingsIf your chosen protocol isn't delivering the speeds you need, tweaking its settings may help.OpenVPN can use TCP or UDP protocols. UDP is normally the best for performance, and the default in most apps. But if your connection is unreliable,
TCP's error handling abilities could make sense. If you're unsure, try both.A few Windows VPN apps enable choosing the type of network driver they should use: typically TAP adapter, or WinTUN/ TUN. Selecting TUN normally gives you the best results, but as with the TCP/ UDP choice, that's not always true. Again, try both.Some networks might try
to block or throttle VPN connections, cutting speeds. If you're using OpenVPN, changing the OpenVPN port (if your app allows it) may help. Try port 443 rather than 1194, for instance.Providers may have other technologies to help you bypass VPN blocking and any speed-related consequences. VyprVPN claims its Chameleon protocol can improve
speeds, for instance, and other apps have 'Obfuscation' options with similar aims.When you're experimenting with this kind of low-level setting, though, keep in mind that it's very, very easy to make your situation worse. Take a note of your current app settings before you start, and if your tweakery doesn't bring any improvements, make sure you put
things back the way they were.5. Use a wired connectionWi-Fi is hugely convenient, but speeds can be unpredictable, especially when your neighbour's wireless networks all start competing for the same channels.If you have the option, try using a wired connection. There's less contention for bandwidth, the maximum speed will probably be higher
and performance should be more consistent, too.Having both wired and wireless connections can cause odd network access issues in a small number of situations, for example if they have different DNS settings. If you experience any problems, try temporarily disconnecting from your wireless network for just long enough to run any wired tests.
(Image credit: ExpressVPN)6. Try split tunnelingBy default most VPN apps direct all your device traffic through the encrypted tunnel. That's simple and ensures there's no chance of any identity leaks, but it could also be an unnecessary drain on your VPN bandwidth. If you're only using a VPN to protect your most secure web browsing, for instance,
why also route your streaming apps through the same connection?Split tunneling gives more control over the applications that use the VPN tunnel. At its simplest, you could pipe your browser traffic through the VPN to shield banking and online shopping, while allowing everything else to use your regular connection. Reducing VPN traffic may
improve speeds, while allowing other apps to work outside the tunnel reduces the chance of conflicts (you won't have local network access blocked while the VPN is active, for instance).If you're interested, check your VPN client to see if there's split tunneling support. ExpressVPN, NordVPN, Surfshark and others all have technologies which can help.
(Image credit: ExpressVPN)VPN apps, like any others, can have bugs which only appear over time. Could your speed issue be one of the results? There's an easy way to find out: uninstall the app, then reinstall the latest version.If you're only using the VPN on one or two device types right now, try installing it on others, see what happens. We've found
this sometimes delivers real surprises, such as a VPN which took 30 seconds or more to connect on Windows and Android, for instance, but under 5 seconds with iOS.If you only need a VPN to protect your Windows laptop, say, then sure, knowing it's much faster on an iPad doesn't help you much. It's valuable information which could help your VPN
provider figure out what the real problem might be, though, so you should report it, explain everything else you've tried, and see if they can help.(Image credit: ExpressVPN)8. Try another VPNStuck with poor performance, no matter what you do? Maybe the problem isn't your current VPN, but your device, network, ISP or something similar.One way
to test this is to try another VPN. This won't always tell you much, especially if the new VPN is already slower than the first, but if you're suffering with extreme problems – can't connect here, sluggish speeds there – it may give you a clue as to the cause.Ideally you should choose one of our highlighted best VPN services, as that will give you the best
idea of how your current service compares to the quality competition. Check any trial and refund details, though – you may have to pay for the service initially, then claim your money back later once your tests are complete.Just one warning here: installing multiple VPNs on your system often causes conflicts and speed issues all on its own. Ideally,
uninstall the old VPN app before you install a new one.
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